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Multivalued encodings constitute an interesting generalization of ordinary encodings in that they 
allow each source symbol to be encoded by more than one codeword. In this paper the problem of 
testing the property of unique decipherability of multivalued encodings is considered. We provide an 
efficient algorithm whose time complexity is 0( 1 C/d), where 1 C 1 is the number of codewords and A is 
the sum of their lengths. It is remarkable that the running time equals that of the fastest algorithms 
for testing the much simpler property of unique decipherability of ordinary encodings. 
1. Introduction 
An encoding system is called multivalued if there may be two or more code- 
words corresponding to the same source symbol. This paper discusses the unique 
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decipherability property of multivalued encodings with special emphasis on the time 
and space complexity of the problem. An efficient algorithm for testing the unique 
decipherability of multivalued encodings is presented. 
Multivalued encodings arise in many practical situations. For instance, consider the 
effect of noise when a sequence of symbols is transmitted over an unreliable channel. 
The corresponding channel output is not uniquely determined but can be any of a set 
of sequences, depending both on the transmitted sequence and the error pattern that 
has occurred. Notice that if the channel allows insertion and deletion errors, the 
output sequences associated to each input sequence may have different lengths. The 
behavior of such a channel can be modeled by means of multivalued encoding in 
which the set of codewords corresponding to a source symbol represents the noisy 
versions of the original encoding of that symbol. However, this approach can be 
practical only if the set of sequences associated to each source symbol is not too large. 
Generally speaking, one can prevent this situation by ignoring all channel output 
sequences having small probability of occurrence. 
Another important situation that can be successfully modeled by means of multi- 
valued encodings is the homophonic channel. In the homophonic channel the set of 
different codewords that correspond to a source symbol represents the homophons 
into which that symbol is encoded. The technique of homophonic substitution is an 
old technique used in Cryptology for converting an actual plaintext sequence in 
a (more) random sequence in order to increase the message entropy. Amongst the 
randomization techniques it seems by far the most adequate. It has been very recently 
reconsidered and enriched. In particular, a complete information-theoretic treatment 
[17] and a general universal algorithm for homophonic encoding [12] have been 
provided. The multivalued encoding formalism would then permit to characterize the 
deciphering properties of the homophonic substitution. 
It is interesting to point out that multivalued encodings arise also in molecular 
biology. Indeed, in the biological code several groups of bases may correspond to the 
same amino acid. This situation is described saying that the biological code is 
degenerate (see [25,26] for a detailed discussion of this peculiar aspect of the 
biological code). 
The main difficulty in trying to characterize properties of multivalued encodings 
comes from the fact that for multivalued encodings unique decipherability is not 
equivalent to unique decomposability (i.e. a code message might be parsed in terms of 
codewords in two different ways, both giving the same deciphering in terms of source 
symbols). The situation is similar, and in a certain sense complementary, to the 
situation that arises in the recently considered multi-set decipherable codes, introduced 
by Lempel in [18], where code messages might have different parsings in terms of 
codewords but every parsing must yield the same multiset of codewords and thus the 
same (unordered) sequence of source symbols. The nonequivalence between unique 
decomposability and unique decipherability implies that the extension to multivalued 
encodings of fundamental properties of ordinary encodings is not straightforward, 
neither does it appear possible to use methods employed successfully in the ordinary 
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encoding case (see [ 1 l] for instance). The extension and the characterization of such 
properties in case only substitution errors are allowed has been done in [13, 141. The 
general situation that includes insertion and deletion errors has been considered in 
[S, 6,9, 10,241. Sato [24] was the first to consider the problem of the unique 
decipherability and gave a decision procedure to test whether a multivalued encoding 
has this property. He showed that the problem of testing whether a multivalued 
encoding is uniquely decipherable is equivalent to the problem of deciding whether 
a regular set is included in a particular context-sensitive language. Using tools of 
formal language theory, he showed that the last problem is indeed decidable. Unfortu- 
nately, Sato did not give indications about the time and space needed to perform his 
test and a direct application of his method gives inefficient algorithms. An extension of 
Sato’s result to the case in which the set of codewords associated to each source 
symbol is rational has been recently given by Head and Weber [15]. 
The main contribution of this paper is an efficient algorithm for testing the unique 
decipherability of finite multivalued encodings. Conceptually, our approach is close in 
spirit to that by Rodeh [22] and Apostolico and Giancarlo [2] in that we directly 
exploit the combinatorial structure of the code and this allows us to use the advanced 
pattern matching techniques of [l] to obtain good algorithmic performances. We 
remark that our result can also be seen as further evidence that the algorithmic 
complexity of the fastest tests for the unique decipherability property of ordinary 
encodings (see [16,22]) seems to be too high, as suggested in [16]. Indeed, the same 
order of complexity suffices to test the more involved property of unique decipherabil- 
ity for multivalued encodings. We recall that the above quoted algorithms for 
ordinary encodings essentially test whether there exists a code message that can be 
parsed in two ways, thus destroying the unique decipherability. This does not suffice 
in case of multivalued encodings in that both decompositions could give the same 
deciphering. It follows that additional tests are required. Nevertheless, these addi- 
tional tests can be done in such a way that the order of magnitude of the time and 
space complexity of our algorithm is the same as that of the algorithms presented in 
[2,16,22]. 
2. Notations and definitions 
Let X be a finite set of symbols, denote by X” the set of all strings obtained by 
concatenating m symbols of X. Let X+ = Urna 1 X” be the set of all finite strings of 
elements of X and X* =X+ u {;1>, ,i denoting the empty string. We denote by L(w) the 
length of the string w, i.e., if w=xi . ..x.EX+, XiEX, we have /(w)=m. 
Definition 2.1. Let A be a finite source alphabet, X a finite code alphabet, and C c X + 
a finite set of strings (codewords). A multivalued encoding is a mapping F : .4+2C 
from the source alphabet A to the set of all subsets of C, denoted by 2’. 
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Multivalued encodings have the property that each source symbol may have different 
encodings. For each source symbol UEA, the associated set F(a) contains all possible 
encodings of the symbol a. It is obvious that the above definition reduces to that of 
ordinary encoding when sets F(a) have cardinality one for each UE A. The set F(ui . . . a,) 
of all possible encodings of the string of source symbols a, . . . a, is formed by all possible 
concatenations of codewords associated to the source symbols ais; formally 
F(u, . . . u,)=F(u,).....F(~,)={W~, ... Wi,I W~,EF(U~), . . ..Wi.EF(u,)}. 
A multivalued encoding is uniquely decipherable if no two different strings of source 
symbols can be encoded with the same string of code symbols. More precisely we have 
the following definition. 
Definition 2.2. A multivalued encoding F : A-+2C is uniquely decipherable if and only 
if for each pair a, . . . a,, bl...b, of strings of source symbols, ul...u,#b,...b,~A+ 
implies F(u, . . . u,)nF(bl . . . b,)=@ 
From Definition 2.2 it follows that the possibility of parsing a code message in 
different ways does not imply that the multivalued encoding is not uniquely decipher- 
able, unlike the ordinary encoding case. In fact, if different parsings of the received 
code message correspond to the same string of source symbols, one can still recover 
the original source string. The following examples illustrate the problem. 
Example 2.3. The multivalued encoding defined by F(0) = {au, uub) and F( 1) = {baa] 
is not uniquely decipherable. In fact the code message uubuu belongs both to F(O1) 
and F(O0). 
Example 2.4. Let A = (0, l} be the set of source symbols, X = {a, b, c) be the set of code 
symbols and C = {a, b, UC, cu, bc, cb} be the set of codewords. Let the multivalued 
encoding F be defined by F(0) = (a, UC, cu} and F(1) = {b, bc, cb} . 
The code message ucbcb can be parsed in terms of codewords as (uc)(b)(cb) as well 
as (uc)(bc)(b), and (u)(cb)(cb), however, each parsing gives the same deciphering 011. 
We shall show in the rest of the paper that the multivalued encoding is indeed 
uniquely decipherable. 
Givenastringw=x,...x,EX+, with x+X, we call the string p = x1 . 
xj . x, a sufJix of w, for any j = 1, . ., the string is 
prefix suffix any Given set codewords we by the 
of nonnull of in Moreover, indicate C+ the of 
concatenations codewords C. 
2.5. a of C, sequence codewords w1 , . . ., w,, with 
W+ C, is called a factorization of the string of code symbols BE C + if /!J = w 1 . w,s, for 
some s~Su~x(C)u{ %}. 
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Notice that a string fl may have different factorizations. 
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3. Unique decipherability of multivalued encodings 
In this section we shall establish a necessary and sufficient condition for a multi- 
valued encoding to be uniquely decipherable. Such a condition will give ground for 
the derivation of an efficient algorithm for testing the unique decipherability property. 
We first develop some machinery that will be useful to prove the correctness of the 
algorithm. A central role is played by the notion of L-sequence, a sequence of 
overlapping (linked) codewords. L-sequences seem quite an useful tool in the theory of 
variable length codes and have found wide application in characterizing fundamental 
properties of both ordinary and multivalued encodings [4,&S]. 
Definition 3.1 (Capocelli [4]). Given a set of codewords C, we call L-sequence with 
prefix sO any sequence of codewords wi, ..,, w,EC, n> 1, such that 
Wl =sos1, 
(1) 
w,=s,_1s, or s,_~ =w,s,, 
and denote it by (so, wi, . . , w,). We call s,, the sufix of the L-sequence. 
Given an L-sequence (so, wi , . . . , w,) with suffix s,, construct two sequences C1 and 
C2, hereafter referred as C-sequences, as follows: 
(i) Put w1 in C1 and w2 in ZZ; 
(ii) for each succeeding wi, i = 3, . ., n, 
if Wi_ I= Si _ 2Si_ 1 adjoin wi to the C-sequence which does not contain wi_ 1; 
if Si- 2 = Wi _ iSi_ 1 adjoin Wi to the same C-sequence as wi _ 1. 
Given a sequence of strings x=x1, . . ..xk. with xi~Xt, let c(x)=c(xl, . . ..x+x+ 
represent the string obtained by concatenating the words in x, i.e. 
c(x)=c(x1, . . ..x/J=xl “‘Xk. 
Given an L-sequence (so, wl, . . , w,) with suffix s,, it is easy to see that its associated 
C-sequences satisfy one of the following two relations: 
c(C1, s,)=c(so, C,), @a) 
c@,)=c(%, c2, S”). (2b) 
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Moreover, given an L-sequence (so, wl, . . . . w,) with prefix s,,= W~EC consider the 
corresponding C-sequences and define the two sequences of codewords II, and II2 as 
follows: 
n, =w,,,C2 and ZZ,=Z, if (2a) hods; 
n, = C1 and ZZ2 = wO, CZ if (2b) holds. 
Notice that c(n,) and c(n,) are both code messages, i.e. c(II,),c(n,) EC+, and 
c(n,) =c(ZI,, s,) holds. Therefore, by Definition 2.5, n, and II2 are two different 
factorizations of the same string of code symbols c(n,) =c(IZ,, s,). Moreover, n, 
and II2 are uniquely determined by the L-sequence they are associated to. 
Example 3.2. Consider the set of codewords C = (aa, aab, bbab, ba}. We can construct 
the L-sequence (so, wl, w2, wg ,w4), with s0 = au, w1 = uub, w2 = bbub, and wg = wq = bu 
as follows: 
w1 =uab=(uu)(b)=s,s,, wl=bbub=(b)(bub)=sIsz, 
s2 = bub = (bu)(b) = w3s3, w4 = bu = (b)(u) = s3s4. 
The L-sequence has suffix ~=a. The associated C-sequences are 
Z,=w,,w,,w,=(uub),(bu),(bu) and C2=w2=bbub with c(C,)=wIw3w4=uub- 
bubu = sOw2s4 = c(sO, C,, s4). Moreover, ZI, = Ci =(uub), (ba), (bu) and Z12 = so, 
C2 =(uu), (bbub); according to Definition 2.5 both n, and ZZ2 are factorizations of 
uubbubu. 
Consider now the L-sequence (so, wl, w2) with s0 = au, w1 = uub and w2 = bu given 
by 
w,=uub=(uu)(b)=sOsl, w2=bu=(b)(u)=sIs2. 
The L-sequence has suffix s2 =a. One has C1 = w1 =uub and C2 = w2 = bu with 
c(Z,, s2)=c(s0,C2). Moreover, n, =so, C2 = (au), (bu) and II2 = C1 = (uub); according 
to Definition 2.5 both n, and n, are factorizations of uubu. 
The following theorem is easy to derive, a full proof can be found in [4]. 
Theorem 3.3 [Capocelli [4]). Given a set of codewords C, the following two conditions 
are equivalent: 
(1) there exists a code message /3=w1...w,.=v1 ‘..v, with wi,Uj~C for i=l,...,r, 
j= l,... ,s and w1 #v,; 
(2) there exists an L-sequence of prejix sO and sufJix s, with s~,s,,EC. 
It follows that, in order to test the unique decipherability property of multivalued 
encodings, one has to consider only L-sequences whose prefix is a codeword. Unless 
otherwise specified, all L-sequences considered in the following will have a codeword 
as prefix. 
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Define now the decoding of a codeword WEC as F-‘(w)= {uEA) w~F(a)}. In the 
sequel we assume that the size of such a set is one, otherwise the encoding is trivially 
not unqiue decipherable. Moreover, define the decoding of a sequence of codewords 
wl, . . . . w, as 
F_‘(w1,..., w,)=F’(w,) . . . F’(w,). 
Given an L-sequence (w,,, wl, . . ., w,), w~EC, with associated factorizations, IZ, and 
112, its remainder, Rem(w,,, wl, . . . . w,,), is defined as 
(IX,~) if F-‘(IJ,)=F_l(I7,)a, 
Rem(wo,wl,...,w,)= 
(A, ff) if F-‘(I12)=F-‘(III)a 
(A, A) if F-‘(III)=F-l(II,), 
8 otherwise, 
where CI is a string of source symbols. 
Example 2.4 (continued). Consider the code of Example 2.4 and the L-sequence 
(w0,wlrw2, wg,wq) with so=wo=a and suffix s,=ba given by 
wt =ac=(a)(c), w2 = cb =(c)(b), 
w3 = bc =(b)(c), w4 = ca =(c)(a). 
We have Cl = wl, w3 =(a), (bc) and C2 = w2, wq = (cb), (ca). The 
are IZ,=w,, C2 = (4, W), (~a) and Z72 = C1 = (UC), (bc). Since 
F-l(a)F-‘(cb)F-‘(ca)=O1O and F-‘(I12)=F-‘(ac)F-‘(bc)=Ol, 
Rem(a, ac, cb, bc, ca) = (0, A). 
Given k2 1 and p~SufJix(C), define A,(p) as the set of all the 
(u’O,Wl, ..., w,) with prefix woeC such that 
1. l<ndk; 





Finally, define A(p)= Uka, &(p) and S= I&@x(C)l. For each p~Su$ix(C) it holds 
A(p)#(b if and only if A,(p)#@ (3) 
The “only if” implication follows from the fact that for n>S= ISufslx(C)l any L- 
sequence (wo, wl, . . ., w,) must have two suffixes si and sj such that si=sj. This is, the 
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L-sequence has the following structure: 
Wi=Si_lSi or Si_ 1 = WiSi, 
wi+ 1 =sisi+ 1 or Si=Wi+lSi+l 
Wj=Sj- 1Si or Sj- 1 = WjSi, 
wj+t=sisj+l or Si=Wj+lSj+l 
. . , . . 
Therefore, from the L-sequence (wO, wl, . . ., w,), one can obtain a shorter L-sequence 
(wO,W1,.~.,Wi,wj+l,..~,w,)((WO,W1,.~., w,) if j = n) having the same suffix p; and so on 
until one gets an L-sequence in A,(p). 
The following theorem holds. 
Theorem 3.4, A multivalued encoding F: A+2C is uniquely decipherable ifand only iffor 
each source symbol aeA and for each codeword wcF(a) the remainders of all L- 
sequences in the set A(w) assume the same value (a, 2). 
Proof. Suppose F not uniquely decipherable. Then there exists a shortest code 
message PEC’ such that 
p=Vl ... Vk=W1 ... W, Vi,Wj~C, 
with F-‘(v,, . . . . v,)# F-‘(wI, . . . . w,). Without loss of generality, suppose that or is 
a proper prefix of w1 and that vk is a suffix of w,. From Theorem 3.3 it follows that 
there exists an L-sequence whose prefix and suffix are codewords. In particular, from 
the proof of Theorem 3.3 given in [4] it follows that there exists a L-sequence of prefix 
wg=vr and suffix s, = vk, and associated II sequences Xl, =vl, . . . . vk- 1 and 
zIz=wi, . . ..w.. By definition of A(vk) such an L-sequence belongs to A(q) and 
cannot have remainder equal to (F- 1 (Q), A), otherwise F - 1 (vl, . . ., vk) = 
F-‘(IZl)F-l(v,)=F-‘(IZ,)=F-‘(w,,...,w,). 
Suppose now that F is uniquely decipherable. Let wEF(a) and (wO, wl, . ., w,) be an 
L-sequence in A(w). Consider the associated sequences n, and 17,. It holds 
c(n,)=c(n,, w). Moreover, F-1(II,)=F-1(17,,~), otherwise we would get 
F-‘(II,),F-‘(n,,w)~A+, F-‘(II,)#F-‘(II,,w), and F(F-‘(l7,))=c(I7,)= 
c(Z17,, w) = F(F-‘(Lrz, w)) contradicting the hypothesis of unique decipherability. 
Finally, noticing that F-‘(IZ2, w)= F-I(n from the definition of remainder, 
we get: Rem(w,, wl, . . . . w,)=(a, I$). 0 
Since sets A(w) are generally infinite, the above theorem does not give an effectively 
testable condition for the unique decipherability of multivalued encoding. The follow- 
ing lemma is useful to obtain a finite condition for unique decipherability. 
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Lemma 3.5. Iffor each p~SuJix(C) the remainders of all elements in the set As+I(p) 
assume the same value, thenfor each p~Sufix(C) the remainders of all elements in the set 
A(p) assume this same value. 
Proof. In the Appendix. 0 
From Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 3.5 one immediately obtains the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.6. A multivalued encoding F is uniquely decipherable if and only iffor each 
source symbol a andfor each codeword wEF(a), the remainders of all L-sequences in the 
set As+ 1 (w) take the same value (a, 2). 
Example 2.3 (continued). Consider the multivalued encoding F of Example 2.3. One 
has that S= 6, (au, aab, baa)EA,(aa)E A,(aa) and Rem(aa, aab, baa)=(l, 2). Since 
F- ‘(au) =0# 1, by Theorem 3.6 the encoding F is not uniquely decipherable. 
Example 2.4. (continued). Consider the multivalued encoding F of Example 2.4. Since 
S=7, we must consider the sets A,(p), for p~SusJix(C). We find that 
A,(bc)=A,(ac)=A,(cb)=A8(ca)=& 
As(c)={(Xo,XoC, . . ..CXj.XjC, ...) CXt,Xic): xjE{a,b}, O<j<i, O<i63}, 
A,(a)={(xO,xOc, . . ..Cxj.xjC, . . . . cxi):xi=a,xj~{a,b},Odjdi-l,Odid3}, 
A,(b)={(xo,x,c ,...) Cxj,xjc,~..,cxi):xi=b,xj~{a,b},O~j~i-l,Odi~3}. 
Therefore, for each L-sequence (w,, wl, . . ., w,) 
i 
(&A) if (wO, wl, . . . . w&&(c), 
Rem(wO,w,, . . ..w.)= (0,4 if (~~,w~,...,w,)~A*(a), 
(l,n) if (wO, wl, . . . . w,)EA8(b). 
Since aeF(O) and bEF(l), F is uniquely decipherable by Theorem 3.6. 
Remark (Multivalued encoding and McMillan’s inequality). It is well known that if an 
ordinary encoding with set of codewords CcX + is uniquely decipherable then it 
satisfies the McMillan’s inequality CwGc JXJP”‘“)G 1 [21]. This inequality is important 
from the practical point of view since it implies that to encode the output of a given 
source there is no loss of optimality if one uses prefix codes only, that, on the other 
hand, are easy to generate and to decode. The above example shows that such a result 
does not hold for multivalued encodings. Indeed, the multivalued encoding con- 
sidered in Example 2.4 has codeword set C = (a, b, ac, bc, ca, cb} and 
w;c 1x1 -Qw)= c 3Pp(“)= 10/9> 1. 
WEC 
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It is also possible to show that the multivalued encoding F,,, defined by 
Fm(0)=(a,aci,cia: i=l,..., m}, 
F,,,( 1) = (a, bc’, c’b: i = 1, . . ., m} . 
is uniquely decipherable (by applying Theorem 3.6) and CWeF.(,,jvF.(lJ 3-@‘) approaches 
4 as m increases. An interesting open problem is that of finding a generalization of 
McMillan’s inequality for uniquely decipherable multivalued encodings. 
4. An efficient algorithm for testing the unique decipherability of multivalued encodings 
In this section we shall provide an algorithm to test whether a multivalued encoding 
is uniquely decipherable. The algorithm is based on Theorem 3.6 and its time and 
space complexities are O(lCld), where A is the sum of the codeword lengths. 
Roughly speaking, the algorithm operates by examining all the possible ambiguous 
sequences of length not larger than ISu&(C)I + 1 that can be constructed using the 
codeword set C; notice that A=Cwec t(w)> ISuffix(C)I. Recall that we assume in the 
set of source symbols A there are no two symbols which are encoded with the same 
codeword. 
In the algorithm we use two variables error(p) and Rem(p). The variable error(p) is 
binary: error(p) is initially set to 0 and remains 0 as long as all the L-sequences with 
suffix p that have been so far constructed by the algorithm have the same remainder 
different from 8; error(p) is 1 if either the algorithm has constructed an L-sequence 
with suffix p and remainder 8 or it has constructed two L-sequences with suffix p and 
different remainders. It is obvious that if for some PEC it holds error(p)= 1 then the 
encoding is not uniquely decipherable. 
The variable Rem(p) is defined only if error(p) = 0. In such a case Rem(p) is equal to 
the remainder common to all L-sequences with suffix p so far considered. 
Initially, for each p~Sujfix(C) we put error(p) =0 and Rem(p) = (*, *), where * is 
a special symbol matching every string. 
In Step 1 of the algorithm the possible L-sequences (v, w), with w = up of prefix vgC 
and suffix p are constructed. If F- ’ (0) = F - ’ (w) then Rem(p) = (A, A) and error(p) is left 
equal to 0. If F - ’ (v) #F - ’ (w) then error(p) = 1. In both cases, in order to expand the 
ambiguous sequences with suffix p, we put p in queue Q. Since we queue p for each 
value of error(p) only once, we update to T (true) the boolean variable queue(p, 
error(p)). 
Each time Step 2 is executed a suffix p is taken from the queue Q, the L-sequences 
with suffix p are expanded, if possible, by one codeword and the new resulting suffixes 
are considered. Call 4 a new suffix, if error(p) = 1 then error(q) = 1. If error(p) = 0, the 
remainder of the expanded L-sequences is computed and compared with Rem(q). If 
the remainder of the expanded L-sequence is 0 or else it does not match Rem(q) then 
error(q) is 1. In the other cases error(q) remains 0. The remainder of the expanded 
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L-sequence, newrem(p, u, q), is obtained as follows. Let Rem(p) = (x, y) (where either 
x = 2 or y = A) and let v be the added codeword, that is the codeword such that p = vq 
or pq = v. Consider the sequences x’, ~‘EA * such that x = zx’ and yF- ’ (v) = zy’, where 
z is the longest common prefix between x and yF-i(v). Set 
newrem(p, v, q) = 
i 
(x’,y’) if p=vq, 
(y’,x’) if pq=v. 
If either x’#A#y’ or Rem(q)#newrem(p, v, q) then set error(q)= 1; otherwise set 
Rem(q) = newrem(p, 0, q). 
The following algorithm formalizes the above reasoning. 
Algorithm 
for p~Sufix(C) do 
error(p) = 0; 
Rem(p)=(*,*) [* is a special symbol matching every string]; 
queue( p, 0) = queue( p, 1) = F [i.e. false]; 
Step 1: 
for VEC do 
for WEC do 
if u=wp and PEC then halt; [Rem(p)#(F-l(p),A) and the encoding is not UD]. 
if v=wp and F-‘(v)#F-l(w) then error(p)=l; Q=p; queue(p,l)=T; 
if v=wp and F-‘(v)=F-‘(w) then Rem(p)=(A,A); Q -+p; queue(p,O)= T; 
Step 2: 
while Q is not empty do 
P -= Q; 
if (there exists DE C such that v = pq or p = vq) then 
if error(p) = 1 then 
error(q) = 1; 
if queue(q, 1) = F then Q -Z q; queue(q, 1) = T; 
if qeC then halt; [the encoding is not UD]. 
if error(p) = 0 then 
let (x, y) = newrem(p, v, q) 
I 
x#I and y#A do error(q) = 1; 
case Rem(q) is still (*,*) or is (x,y) do Rem(q)=(x,y); 
Rem(q) 7% Y) do error(q) = 1; 
if queue (q, error(q)) = F then Q c= q; queue(q, error(q)) = T; 
if qEC and (error(q)= 1 or Rem(q)#(F-‘(q),A)) then halt 
[the encoding is not UD]; 
halt [the encoding is UD]. 
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In order to prove the correctness of the proposed algorithm we need the following 
result. 
Lemma 4.1. Let S= ISu$‘ix(C)l. For each p~Su$ix(C) it holds: 
(a) Iferror( 1 then there exist either an L-sequence (wO, wi, . . . . w,,)E&+ l(p) such 
that Rem(wO, WI, . . . . w,) =@ or two L-sequences (wO, wl,. .., w,) and (uO, ul, . . . . u,) in 
As+ l(p) such that Rem(wO, wl, . . . . wll)#Rem(uO,vl, . . . . 0,). 
(b) Iferror(p)=O and Q is empty thenfor each L-sequence (wO, wl, . . . . w,)~A,+,(p) 
(if any) it holds 8 # Rem(w,, w1 , . . ., w,) = Rem(p). 
Proof. The proof is given in the Appendix. 0 
The algorithm stops in three cases: 
(1) When WE C with error(w) = 1. The encoding is not UD. The correctness follows 
from (a) of Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 3.6. 
(2) When WEC with Rem(w) #(F l(w), 2). The encoding is not UD. The correctness 
follows from Theorem 3.6, since there exists at least an L-sequence in As+l(w) with 
remainder different from (F - ’ (w), A), 
(3) When the queue Q is empty. The encoding is UD. In order to prove the 
correctness, notice that when Q empties, for any given p~SuJix(C), all L-sequences in 
As+ 1(p) have been considered. Moreover, the above ease(2) has never occurred. That 
is, Rem(w)=(F-‘(w),i) for each WEC. From (b) of Lemma and Theorem 3.6 one gets 
that the encoding is UD. 
Therefore, the algorithm correctly tests whether a multivalued encoding is uniquely 
decipherable. 
We now prove that the time complexity of the algorithm is 0( 1 CIA), where 
d =&cc L(w). By using the suffix tree of the set of codewords C, as described in [22] 
(with an added field for each suffix p, to store the value of error(p)), all the operations 
involving comparisons between codewords require O(l Cl d) time, see for instance 
Rodeh [22]. 
In order to complete the proof, it remains to show that the operations involving 
rems and newrems (i.e. the storing of the values obtained from the rems of the various 
suffixes and the comparisons between a newrem and the stored value of the rem) can be 
done in 0(/C Id). The rems of the various prefixes can be stored by means of a prefix 
tree. A prefix tree is a labeled tree where the root represents the empty string A and 
each node is represented by the string of labels on the path from the root to it. In our 
case, if a node represents the string x then for each suffix p with remainder (x, 1,) or 
(5x) there is a pointer from p to x and a pointer from x to p. 
Consider first the case that element p currently taken from the queue Q has 
remainder (x, A) (resp. (2, x)), and that newrem(p, v, q) = (xa, A) (resp. (I_, xa)) for some 
UEA. In such a case the only thing to do is to move from node x to its son xa and, 
depending on the step of the algorithm, either insert the new element Rem(q)=new- 
rem(p, u, q) or to check if the pointer from x to xa and the pointer from q coincide (i.e. if 
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both point to xa); if they do it remains to check if Rem(q) and newrem(p, u, q) are both 
of the form (xa,A) or (&~a). 
Consider now the remaining case, i.e. the remainder of p is (ax, A) (resp. (A, ax)) and 
newrem(p, u, q) = (x, 1) (resp. (A, x)). We need to locate in the tree the node x. In order to 
perform this operation, we can slightly modify the tree in the following way. When we 
insert the string a1a2(u1, u,EA) as son of the node a1 (i.e. the node represented by the 
string al) we also insert in the tree the string u2 as son of the root and a pointer from 
ala2 to a23 . in general, when we insert the string a, . . . a, (as son of a, . . . a,_ I) we also 
insert a pointer from it to u2 . . . a, as follows: following the pointer from a, . . . a,_ 1 to 
a, . . . a,_ i we insert the node a2 . . . a, (if it does not exist) and then the pointer from 
a, . . a, to u2 . a,. Since the algorithm never looks for the remainder of a suffix more 
than 1 Cl times and recalling that lSz&x(C)[ < A, we get the desired result. 
Theorem 4.2. The algorithm tests the unique decipherability of a multivalued encoding in 
0( 1 CIA) time. 
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Appendix 
Proof of Lemma 3.5. Let us suppose that the hypothesis of the Lemma is satisfied for 
each p~Sufix(C) and denote by Rem(p) the remainder of the L-sequences in As+ l(p). 
We show by induction that for each k>S if 
for all p~SufJ;x(C) ( ~0,~1,...,w,)~Ak(p)~Rem(wo,w,,...,w,)=Rem(p) 
then it holds 
for all qESufJix(C) (~~,u~,...,~,)~A~+~(q)~Rem(~~,u,,...,u,)=Rem(q) 
Let (u,,,ul,...,ukfl) be an L-sequence in A k+ 1 (q)- A,(q), qESz@x(C). Two cases can 
be distinguished: 
Uk+lESkSk+l or sk=“k+lsk+l with sk+i =q. 
Consider the L-sequence (u,, u 1, . ., uk). Since it has prefix sO = uO and suffix sk, one 
gets that it belongs to Ak(Sk). From (3) it follows that there exists an L-sequence 
(wO, wl, ., wl)EAs(sk) c Ak(sk). By inductive hypothesis, all the L-sequences in Ak(Sk) 
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have the same remainder Rem&). Therefore, one has that 
Rem(v,,, vl, . . ., vk) = Rem(w,, wl, . . ., w,). 
Since (we, wi, . . . . wI, vk+ &As+ 1(p), by using again the inductive hypothesis one gets 
Rem(vO,vl, . . . . vk+l)=Rem(wo,wl, ...,wl,vk+l)=Rem(p) 
and the lemma is proved. 0 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. We prove by induction on the number of executions of the while 
loop, that at the end of any execution for each q~Sufix(C): 
(a) If error(q)= 1, then either there exists an L-sequence (wO, wr, . . . . w,)E&+ 1(q) 
such that Rem(wO, WI, . . . . w,)=8 or there exist two L-sequences (wO, wi, . . ., w,) and 
(%,Vi, .‘., vm)EAStl(q) such that Rem(w,,, wl, . . . . w,)#Rem(vO,vl, . . . . v,). 
(b) If error(q)=O, then for each L-sequence (wO, wi, . . . . w,)E&+ 1(q) such that no 
suffix of the L-sequences (w,,, wi, . ., w,), m < n, belongs to Q, 0 #Rem(wO, 
wl, . . ..w.)=Rem(q). 
It is trivial to see that the hypothesis is true at the beginning of Step 2. Suppose that 
it is true after any number k’ < k of iterations of the while loop. We prove that it is true 
after the k-th iteration. 
Denote by error”‘(q) the value of error(q) affter the tth iteration. 
Let p be the element taken out from the queue. Consider the suffixes qESufix(C). 
If errorck-l)(q)= 1 then condition (a) is satisfied by inductive hypothesis. 
Consider q such that errorck- l’(q) =0 and errorck’(q)= 1. Note that the variable 
error(q) changes during the kth iteration only if there exists VEC such that pq=v or 
p=vq. Three cases can occur. 
(i) error ck-‘)(p)= 1. By inductive hypothesis p satisfies a). Then either there exists 
(%,W1, ‘.7 w&A(p) with Rem(wO, wl, . . . . w,)=@ or there exist (w,, wr, . . . . w,), 
(VO, a i, . . . . v,)~A(p) with Rem(wO, WI, . . . . w,)#Rem(vO,vl, . . . . v,). Noticing 
that for each sequence (~,,,u~,...,u,.)~A(p) it holds (u~,u~,...,u*,v)EA(~) one 
gets that also q satisfies (a). 
(ii) errorck - ‘j(p) = 0 and newrem(q) Let (wO,wl,...,w&AS(p) be an L-se- 
quence such that Rem(p)= Rem(w,,, wl, . . ., w,) #0. From (4), one has that 
newrem(q)=Rem(w,, wl, . . . . w,, v)=@ Then one gets that q satisfies (a). 
(iii) errorck-‘j(p)=0 d an newrem(q)#Rem(q). Let (wO, wi, . . . . w&A,(p) be a se- 
quence such that Rem(p)=Rem(w,, wl, . . . . w,)#@ and let (v,,, vr, . . . . v&A,(q) 
be a sequence such that Rem(q)=Rem(v,, vl, . . . . v,)#@. From (4) one 
has newrem = Rem(wO, wl, . . ., w,, v) # Rem(q) = Rem(v,,, vl, . . ., v,) and 
q satisfies (a). 
Finally we prove that suffixes q for which errorck)(q)=O (and therefore 
errorck - l)(q) = 0) satisfy (b). 
Let (wO, wl, . . ., w&AS+ 1(q) and suppose that no suffix Si of (wO, wl, . . ., wn), i < n, is 
in Q after the kth iteration. The suffix s1 was queued during Step 1 and then dequeued 
at some iteration kl <k. Therefore suffix s2, queued by the k,th iteration, was 
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dequeued at some iteration k2 d k and so on, until we obtain that s,_ I, was dequeued 
at some iteration k, _ 1 <k and 4 was queued within the k,_ ,-th iteration. Moreover, 
one has that if eYYOY’k’(Sj) = 1, for some j< n, then errOr( 1 for i =j+ 1, . . ., II 
contradicting the assumption that errorfk’(q) =O. Therefore, errOrtk)(sj) = 0 for all 
j=l , . . ..n. 
The following four cases can be distinguished (we remind that p denotes the suffix 
extracted from Q at the kth iteration). 
(1) sj#p, for each j=l,..., n- 1. In this case (b) holds by inductive hypothesis. 
(2) sj # p, j = 1, . . ., n - 2 and s, _ 1 = p. Then, since after the (k - 1)th iteration none of 
the suffixes Sj, for j = 1, . . ,, n-2 was in Q, applying the inductive hypothesis on p we 
have that Rem(wO,wI, . . . . w,_ l)=Rem(p). From this and from (4), we get that the 
sequence (%, Wl 9 . . ..w-l.wl)~~(q) with w,=pq or p=wnq satisfies 
Rem(wO, wl, . . ., w,) = newrem(p, w,, q). Since errorCk)(q) = 0, Rem(q) = newrem(p, w,, q). 
Hence Rem(wO, w 1, . . ., w,)= Rem(q). 
(3) si=p for some i<n-2 and sj#p, for j#i and j<n-1. The L-sequence 
(wO~wl~~~~~wi+l) satisfies above case 2, therefore, Rem(wo,w,,...,wi+,)= 
newrem(si+ 1)= Rem(si+l). Moreover, since Si+ I #Q, i.e., was queued and dequeued at 
some iteration less than k, and Si+l #p, we have that there exists 
(%,rIr . ..> u,,,)~A(s~+~) with all suffixes already dequeued and then different from p. 
Since err&k)(si+ 1)=0, by inductive hypothesis Rem(v,, vl, . . . . u,)= Rem(si+ 1). Be- 
cause all the sj, j>i, have been dequeued, by using the inductive hypothesis 
on (VO,VIr ...yvrn5 wi+2, ...9 Wn)EA(q) one gets Rem(q)= Rem(v,, VI, . . . . v,, 
Wi+2 > ...> w,,v)=Rem(wo,w,,...,wi+,,wi+2,...,w,,v). 
(4) There exist i, j with i cj < n - 1 such that si = Sj = p and sr # p, for 1< i and I> j. 
The L-sequence (wO, wl, . . ., Wi) satisfies case 1 (since sl, . . ., Si_ 1 are all different from 
p); the L-sequence (w,,, wl, . ., wj) satisfies case 2 (since ~1, . . ., si- 1, si+ 1,. . ., sj_ 1 are all 
different from p). Therefore, since errorCk’(p)=O, it holds 
Rem(wo, wl, . . . . wt)=Rem(w,,wl,...) wt,wi+lt..., wj)=Rem(p). 
Expanding both the above L-sequences with Wj+ 1, . . . . w, they maintain an equal 
remainder, i.e. 
Rem(wO,wl ,...) wi,wj+l )..., w,)=Rem(wO,w, ,...) wj,wj+l )..., w,). 
Moreover, (wO, w r, . . ., wi, wj+ 1, . ., w,) satisfies case 3 (since Si =p and sI #p for j # i 
and j < n - l), therefore, 
Remh, w1 ,..., wt,wj+l)..., w,)=Rem(q). 
Combining the last two equalities, we get 
Rem(wO,wl,..., w,)=Rem(w,,wl ,...) wi,wj+l, . . . . w,)=Rem(q). 0 
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